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Become a nature detective with this illustrative, engaging and fun Take-Along-Guide. You may not

know where to look, or what to look for, but animal signs are everywhere and this guide will help you

learn how to read them. You'll learn how to spot and identify common clues that 17 wildlife species

leave behind in the woods, in the fields and along ponds.
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I work with children at a nature center (an in my personal life!) and all the books in this series are

invaluable in making me more comfortable when introducing nature to children with interesting lures.

But do not hesitate to buy this book for yourself OR anyone young or young at heart!

I thought this book would be great for my 8 year old stepson, who is a budding naturalist. We tried

flipping though it to compare pics to some scat we found on the trail. It just isn't very informative.

There is so much more that could be included in the "signs" part for various animals, not just a

vague drawing of its scat. I don't like this book.

I bought this for my 8 year old great nephew, who is fascinated by anything poop related... He loves



the pictures and information and can't wait until he can find some of the animal scat in his

adventures out doors. The illustrations in this series are just beautiful. I highly recommend.

I bought for a kids raffle event we sponsored and almost kept the book. Its cute, very easy for the

kids to read, and apparently something that many of them had interest in; it was one of the first

items to go.

Another wonderful "Take Along Guide" for young and old alike, especially for grandparents and their

grandkids. What seven year old boy doesn't laugh at the thought looking at animal poop in the

woods! Brings back wonderful memories going back sixty years as I walked along French Creek in

Avon, Ohio, especially on an early morn winter snow. Hopefully, I will create some similar happy

moments for the Brody Bear.

Kids love this, especially when they figure out what scat is. It is informative and helpful in identifying

signs of wildlife.

Very well written with beautiful pictures. My 7 year old granddaughter is an outdoor princess who

isn't satisfied with merely seeing things - she wants to know what she's seeing & some information

about it. This entire series of books does just that. Makes identifying very easy & gives factual

information in just the right amount for elementary age children . Highly recommend!

We purchased this book (and several others like it, but different topics) for our grandchildren. My

husband and I both looked at them when they came and we loved them ourselves! The pictures are

great and the print is the perfect size. I think it gives enough information, but not too much

information. It's not so long that the kids will get bored before they are finished reading it.
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